The Original
The ways for men to wear The Original are almost infinite. Here are just a few.

Single Twist
Wear it long by just looping the scarf around
your neck. Try putting the widest part of the
scarf at the back of your neck. This hides the
seam and creates the effect of a collar.
The scarf can be styled inside or outside the
shirt or jacket collar, or worn over a t-shirt
or sweater.
It can be pinned with a tie pin for a more
refined and tailored look.

Double Twist
Starting with the single loop referred to
above, twist the scarf into a figure 8 at the
front and wrap this loop around your neck
again to form a double loop.
The scarf can be worn inside or outside your
collar, or loose around a t-shirt or sweater.
This probably is the most relaxed and most
popular way for men to wear their
Original Infinitie.

Cravat
You can wear your Infinitie as a cravat
(à la Matt Preston).
Place the narrow end of the loop around your
neck and inside the collar. Twist the scarf at the
throat and then tuck the remainder of the scarf
through the inside of the loop around your
neck. Arrange the wide part of the scarf in the
front and tuck it into the front of your shirt or
collar. You can add a pin or tiepin if you wish to
secure the fold.
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Modern Cravat
You can create a more modern take on the
cravat by folding the scarf in half longways with
the wide section at one end and the narrow
section at the other. Place the middle of the
scarf behind your neck and pull the two ends
toward the front. Fold the narrow end over the
wide end and secure with a pin or and tuck the
lower edges under your shirt.

Simple Knot
With the Infinitie in a long loop, gather together
the bottom and tie into an overhand knot.
Position the knot higher or lower on the scarf
to suit your outfit.

We design two other Infinitie styles particularly suitable for men:
-

Mr Darcy, a long wrap scarf made from four recovered ties and modelled on the
Victorian tie

-

Regency, a single tie folded, wrapped and pinned at the throat.

We also custom make Infinities, from your own ties or a selection we always have on hand.
Choose you patterns. Choose your colours. Create your own unique, one-off design.
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